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MERRBACH
PRESENTS

1637-Jingle Bells
Andy Andrus, caller. Flip.
1638-Don't Expect Kisses
Andy Andrus, caller. Flip.

BLUE
STAR

1639-Stingerre Garlando
Hoedowns.
1640-Wolleybooger Bullet
Hoedowns.

1144-Brown Eyes
Joe Robertson, caller. Flip.

BOGAN

1145-Silver Dew
Tommy White, caller. flip.

1031-Powder Your Face With Sunshine
Johnny Creel, caller. Flip.
1032-Whispering
Toby Dove, caller. Flip.
1033 -A Good Man Is Hard To Find
Johnny Creel, caller. Flip.
1034-Five Minutes More
Bob Augustin, caller. Flip.
1035-Things
Johnny Pierce, caller. Flip.

LORE

2230-Pickin' Up a Storm Detour
Hoedowns.

KEENO

2340- Richest Man In the World
Harold Bausch, caller. Flip.

45 rpm - $1.45
We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Hour,

MERRBACH
PRESENTS

1205—Clementine
Dick Matteson, caller. Flip.
1206—Smiles
Ben Baldwin, Jr., caller. Flip.
1207—Arkansas Mountain Rag 'Travelers Boogie. Hoedowns.
1208—Whadausay
Ben Baldwin, Jr., caller. Flip.
1209—Cecilia Mixer, Lonesome Waltz
Rounds.
1210—That Old Gal Of Mine
Lee Sturgis, caller. Flip.

BENZ

1211—Wooden Heart
Ben Baldwin, Jr., caller. Flip.
1 21 2—Slow Boat Amy and Me
Rounds.
1213—Are You From Dixie
Ben Baldwin, Jr., caller. Flip.
1215—Loose Goose Randy Lynn Rag
Hoedowns.

2309—Don't Say Aloha When I Go
E. Prather, caller. Flip.
2310—It Ain't Gonna Rain No More
Poppy's Hoedown. Hoedowns.
2311—Long, Long Ago
L. DeWitt, caller. Flip.

SWINGING
SQUARE

2312—Yellow Polkadot Bikini
L. LaKous, caller. Flip.
2313—Pennsylvania Polka Square
B. Wright, caller. Flip.
2314—Two Hoots and a Holler
L. LaKous, caller. Flip.

45 rpm — $1.45
We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas
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Dear Arvid:
I want to thank you for the sample
copies you sent. I appreciated getting
them and can't tell you why I didn't
get around to subscribing to your
very fine magazine before.
Best of luck to you in your efforts.
Keep up the good work.
Dick Pullen
Benton Harbor, Mich.
Dear Arvid:
We find your magazine most interesting. Especially the article by Bud
and Lil Knowland in the October
issue: "Speaking Of Round Dancing." We think they hit the nail right
on the head.
Laura and Paul Meroka
West Quincy, Mass.

Dear Arvid:
Glad to see "Infatuation" in the
October AMERICAN SQUARES.
Some was left out of the Introduction. It should read: "Wait 2 Meas.;
Apart, Point, Together, Tch.; Side,
Draw, Side, Draw; Side, Tch, Side,
Tch;".
Harold Eicher
Sarasota, Fla.
Dear Arvid:
. . . We love AMERICAN SQUARES and race to see which one
gets to read it first. As my husband,
Bob, travels I usually manage to read
it first. . . .
Mrs. Bob (Lois) Fisk
Kansas City, Mo.
Solve this problem with HIS and
•
HERS subscriptions. A second copy
each month is only $1.50 a year. This
is a total of $5.00 per year for two
subscriptions mailed to the same address. Then after you've read the
current issue you can keep one copy
and pass one copy around.
HERE ARE SOME OF THE MANY

MIDWEST SQUARE DANCERS!
when in

CHICAGO
be sure to visit

Caller's Sound Service
11041 So. Tolman Ave., Chicago 55
Try before you buy ... compare all brands in

ITEMS WE STOCK!: University Sound Columns
❑

Temple Sound Columns

❑

Electro-Voice Sound Columns

O Atlas Stands
❑

Bogen P.A. Systems

E.1 Califone P.A. Systems
C.:1 Newcomb P.A. Systems
❑ Elstctro-Voice Mikes
❑

Shure Mikes

❑

Jensen Needles

C3

V-M Taps Recorders

person. Every model in stock. See the largest

❑ Wollensok Tape Recorders

selection in the nation at the lowest prices any-

❑ Vori-Speed Phone Motors

where. We invite your comparison. If you can't

0 Monitors

see us in person, we invite your inquiry. We

O Recording Tap*

ship anywhere. Satisfaction guaranteed.
O Case Covers

SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE AND PRICES!

S

Li Extension Speakers

Dear Arvid:
Thanks very much for printing my
calls . . . I think you have a fine
Workshop Editor.
John Ward
Alton, Kans.
Dear Arvid:
Just received your November AMERICAN SQUARES . . . I'm so glad
to see the lead article from Knoxville.
You have no idea how much bearing
this might have for us locally, especially since it is in Tennessee. . . .
Thanks loads for exploiting and
printing a fine item such as this.
I find your publication more interesting with each issue. Keep it up.
Stan Burdick's item on "Jingles, jargon, and Blurbs" (November 1962
AMERICAN SQUARES) is the neatest we've had the pleasure of reading
...
Bill Crawford, Editor
Listen To The Caller
Memphis, Tenn.

Dear Arvid:
You moved to a new home — Chicago — to give us dancers a bigger
and better magazine, but you failed
in one department.
Us square dancers who like to
round dance have been left by the
wayside in your round dance department when you started giving us
round dances in capsule form.
The easy dances might be alright,
but a dance with a tricky spot cannot be figured out with no more
definite instructions than we are
getting. . . . We get enough medication to take in capsule form without
having our round dances handed to
us in the same form.
John S. Werner
Des Moines, Iowa
■
It's impossible to dance a round
without a record and when you buy
the record you get a complete instruction sheet with it. New rounds are
presented in capsule form so dancers
are aware of the new ones being released.

SQUARE L RECORD CO., 8512 LA JOLLA CT., FT. WORTH 16, TEXAS
is proud to announce the
addition of two fine callers to

MELTON LUTTRELL'S"SLOWPOKE"

HAVE YOUHEARD

our recording staff

TOMMY FARRIS
CALLS SL-105

"FUN AND FANCY FREE"
Tommy does a real smooth job!
0

GREAT MUSIC BY SQUARE L OUTLAWS
DUSTY RANDELL
CALLS SL-106

`WHO CAN SHE COUNT ON"
Dusty puts the bounce in this!

NEW-FROM AMERICAN SQUARES
Your Choice of Deluxe
SQUARE DANCE or
ROUND DANCE
DIPLOMAS 10
ONLY
EACH*
Printed in 3 Colors
8-1 /2" by 11" Size
Suitable for Framing
* Add 25c for postage on orders of less than 25
diplomas. Postage is paid on all orders of 25 or
more. Dealers and distributors write for quantity
prices.

V kit%

OO. MOO
DAY-GLO
FIRE ORANGE FLUORESCENT BUMPER STRIPS
12" Long by 4" Deep. Self-adhesive IN 4 Times Brighter than ordinary colors

3 5 c EACH

2 FOR

V f; PPD.

Readers Service Department
AMERICAN SQUARES
6400 North Leoti Avenue
Chicago 46, Illinois

American Squares Binders

Enclosed is

please send the follow-

ing:
Especially designed to

Subscription @ $3.50 per year.

hold 12 issues of Amer-

Square Dance Diplomas @ .10 each.

ican Squares. A wonder.
Round Dance Diplomas @ .10 each.

ful way to keep your
magazines for ready reference. Silver leatherette

•

.

•

Square Dance Bumper Strips @ 2 for
50c.

over tough, hard, heavy
American Squares Binders

stock to last a lifetime.

@

3.50 ea.

Top quality . . . not to
be confused

with

light.

weight, flimsy binders
at cheaper prices.

$3.50
POSTPAID

Name
Address
City

Stat...„„„."
.M..MMM.11

AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK SERVICE
6400 NORTH LEOTI AVENUE, CHICAGO 46, ILLINOIS
In answer to many requests our Readers Service Department is inauguarating
a book sales service for your convenience. All books are sold with a 10-day
examination return privilege. Please enclose check or money order with your
order. Add 25 cents for each book to cover postage and mailing.
BOOKS OF CALLS

$2.00

Compiled by Les Gotcher. 100 excellent
square dance patter calls complete with instructions. No doubt the finest collection of
calls available anywhere.

DON ARMSTRONG'S
CONTRA WORKBOOK

$1.00

Contra dance is a dance of opposition; a
dance performed by many couples face to
face, line facing line. Workbook explains in
detail the history of contras, calling, castoff,
selecting music, and much more.

CONTRAS ARE FUN

$1.50

Written by Al Brundage and Reuben Merchant.
A progressive arrangement of twelve contras,
with full explanations for teachers, callers and
dancers. Includes diagrams and glossary of
terms.

AMERICAN ROUND DANCING

Written by Lloyd Shaw. While Cowboy Dances
is addressed to beginners it will be a delight
to all who care for the colorful old calls.
Book presents some seventy-five dances. Illustrated.

ROUND DANCE BOOK

$5.00

Written by Lloyd Shaw. An indispensable
addition to the library of the dancing instructor. Origin of each dance and its subsequent history. Important positions for major
dances. Illustrated. Musical scores included.

MUSICAL MIXER FUN

$1.00

Written by Ray and Arvid Olson. Simple, fun,
easily-taught musical mixers — the kind that
can be used for one night stands as well as
for regular groups gathered together for
fellowship and recreation. Contains 50 dances.

$1.50

Written by Frank Hamilton. Book provides
standarized list of R/D terminology, abbreviations, and definitions; guidance for dancers
wishing to learn by themselves; gives teaching methods and suggestions; list of suggestions to help club committees; standarized
method of writing up dance instructions.
Illustrated.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OLD TIMER
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE
$1.00
RECORDS
Gives complete instructions for every Old
Timer Record. Also gives brief biography of
all their recording artists.

DEVELOPING THE CREATIVE
SQUARE DANCE CALLER

$5.00

COWBOY DANCES

$2.25

Written by Dr. Ralph A. Piper, Professor of
Physical Education, University of Minnesota,
and Zora C. Piper, Assistant Professor of
Physical Education, Illinois State Normal University. This manual is a compilation of
material used for more than ten years by the
authors in teaching their classes in calling.

LES GOTCHER'S TEXTBOOK OF
AM. SQUARE DANCING
$5.00
Mr. Gotcher has been a square dance caller,
instructor, recording artist, author, and movie
dance director for the last three decades. He
taught and called for such luminaries as Hedy
LaMarr, Cyd Charisse, Esther Williams, Gregory Peck and a host of others. Book traces
the history of square dancing. Gives tips for
new callers, calling techniques, teaching
and calling methods, basic movements, and
much more. Hardbound cover.

AMERICAN SQUARES
BOOK SERVICE
6400 North Leoti Ave.
Chicago 46, Illinois
Enclosed is $
please send
the following:
BOOK OF CALLS.
$2.00
DON ARMSTRONG'S
CONTRA WORKBOOK
$1.00
CONTRAS ARE FUN
$1.50
AMERICAN ROUND
DANCING
$1.50
INSTRUCTIONS FOR
OLD TIMER RECORDS
$1.00
DEVELOPING THE CREATIVE
SQUARE DANCE CALLER_ $2.25
TEXTBOOK OF AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCING
$5.00
COWBOY DANCES
$5.00
ROUND DANCE BOOK
$5.00
H MUSICAL MIXER FUN___ ....$1.00
Add 25 cents for each book to cover postage
and mailing.
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FAMOUS BRANDS PROFESSIONAL

1/A

REGULAR $459.25 VALUE
NOW ONLY $279.50

tc-C:

1.

SPECIAL XMAS
XMAS OFFER
L Califone Promenade II (42V) PortableSoundSystem,

Califone Promenade II (42V). Choice of

professionals for its exceptional motor reliability and easily carried single case construction. Added reserve power for highest

LIST

fidelity. Weight 38 lbs. Plays 7" to 16" re-

314.25

0,4 2. Electro-Voice Model
636 Mike,

cordings. Mixer for 2 microphones and phonograph. Center drive continuous variable

7 2.50 11
A

speed from 16 to 84 rpm. Separate tone controls for phono and mike. 42 watts output,

3. 50 Square and
Round Dance Records,

2.

72.50
Total Value $459.25

A

Electro-Voice Model 636. Chrome finish,

18 ft. cable, tillable head, "51imair" dynamic,
fully guaranteed.

ONLY $279.50 CASH

3.

Send check with order and we will

Square or Round Dance or both. Our Selection

PREPAY FREIGHT

Z3.)E 3-2i-3-W5,
4% 4

square

but we know you'll be pleased.

3-V310

YOUR SETS-1

P.O. BOX 143, NILES 48, ILLINOIS
FREE CATALOGS Order all your square
or round dance records, books, sound
equipment, accessories from us.

50 Brand New Records. Your Choice of

Enclosed is my check for $279.50. Please
send me your Kaller's Kit prepaid.
Nome..
Address
City

State
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by Dorothy Stott Shaw
ii
cli.:
ci

Our special thanks to Mrs. Lloyd Shaw for this timely Christmas
Editor
message.
ci
When I was a growing-up little girl, all of my grandmother's children, and their children, and the lateral aunts
ii.
and uncles and cousins, came together for three great Amer-az.
can feasts: Thanksgiving Day at Grandma's old house,
Christmas Day at Aunt Bertha's elegant house, New Year's
cii.:
Day at our humble house. It was a six-week festival of joy.
Christmas at Aunt Bertha's house! You are too young to
imagine the dazzling procession of uncontrolled calories
esz.
that marched down the table between the twenty-pound
turkeys at either end! At each place a personalized card
with some personalized verses commemorating a private
4.2.:.
foible or special virtue. And then small gifts, often homemade,, with love as the basic ingredient.
A.:
We weren't segregated, you see. There were no teenagers, no dangerous forties, no senior citizens, no high or
.
ci: low levels. We were just people, of various ages, and we
liked each other, and so — we were together.
After charades and "Here comes a steamship," GreatAunt Emma would go to the piano, and her fine white hands
with their glittering diamonds (none of the rest of us had
Vb.
glittering diamonds) would tear into "Arkansas Traveler,"
ritriz
and we would all line up like mad, and — don't laugh — of
cti
course we danced the "Virginia Reel!" It was what we
knew.
....
We all danced, except the babies, and we weren't bored
with waiting for our turn, for we were very busy watching
„•,
the others and planning how we would do it when our turn
came. You see, we really had time to look at them.
We had time to notice that Cousin Hazel was prettier
..,-.-.
than she was last year, and that Uncle John was extra tall
and straight, and that Grandpa Williamson, who was 80 and
had a wooden leg (ostensibly replaced one lost at Shiloh, but
actually it had been run over by a street car), was doing a
buck and wing in the line.
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TAKE
A
PEEK
What's going on around the country, square dance-wise, that is? Square
dancing is the same everywhere but
each group and each locale has its own
approach to various facets of the picture. Perhaps you can steal an idea
or two.
During the past eight years several
workshops and special dances have
been held in the Canadian Province
of New Brunswick. Callers such as
Rickey Holden, Ralph Page, Rod Linnell, Charlie Baldwin, and others
have helped to interest people in this
area in square dancing.
Recently two hundred folk and
square dance enthusiasts from seventeen centers in New Brunswick and
Maine attended the first provincial
festival for adult dance groups.
This year's dance was sponsored by
the Adult Education and Fitness
Branch of the Provincial Department of Education and the Federicton Department as a spring gettogether for folk and square dancers
from all over the area.
Says Pauline W. Cunningham,
Supervisor of Physical Education,
"Several clubs have been formed . . .

Naturally, all of us look to 'below the
border' for most of our callers and
our inspiration."
Eastern and Western square dancing have influenced each other so
that today the difference, if any, between the two is smaller than ever
before. Howard M. Smith, a Yankee
dancer, teacher, and caller, describes
the two as follows: "I think that
both types of dancing have their
good points and have good results ...
"In the west the dancers receive
their pleasure from the sense of accomplishment together with a slight
challenge. This requires greater
speed, a nimble mind, and of course
quick reactions.
"In the east, the pleasure is in
style. Little niceties that one works
up over the years are important. The
young are learning, the older are acquiring style, and the grandparents
have a few tricks of styling that come
only from long dancing.
"If I were to use one word in
square dancing, it would be 'moderation.' Moderation in speed, moderation in new dances, old dances, easy
dances, and difficult dances to make

*.Efecate Vaaelot9 14 91114
14

a suitable blend for a particular club.
"The leader should not overlook
the waltz, schottische, polka, and
fox trot. These dances are universal
and permanent." Mr. Smith's observations are indeed valid and should
be useful as guides in programming
for your club.
In La Crosse, Wisconsin nineteen
couples who like to dance recently,
banded together to form the Happy
Twirlers club (see photo). The purposes of the club are to encourage
people in the area to square dance and
to promote a spirit of friendship and
tolerance.
Regular dances are held once a
week and a guest caller is featured
once a month. A beginners class and
various jamborees are sponsored
throughout the year. Norm Indvick,
Lanesboro, Minnesota is the club
caller. Dance with the Happy Twirlers at the Lincoln Jr. High School
when you visit La Crosse.
In New England, according to information supplied by Gloria Rios,
many clubs have memberships of one
hundred to three hundred couples.
Many of the callers in this section of
the country call two or three times a
week, have one club, and sometimes a
teen group. Teenagers are not allowed at club dances and as a result
they have formed their own clubs.

Now there are over twelve teen clubs
in this area.
The Springfield, Massachusetts
Area Callers Association has over fifty
members. Presentations on various
subjects that are benefical to all callers are given at the regular meetings
of the callers association. Examples of
past programs are "Club and Class
Promotion" by Gloria Rios and "New
Basics" with Earl Johnston as moderator. Clubs and callers in the Connecticut Valley are active ones.
In the Waterford, Connecticut area
square dancing is increasing in popularity, according to caller Ted Perkins. Classes in the area are sponsored by individual clubs. Now there
are eight clubs with six of them holding classes twice yearly and all of
them dancing at least once a month.
To promote square dancing, demonstrations are given as often as possible
for both private and public gatherings. Newspaper publicity plays an
important role in recruiting beginners. Several feature articles have appeared in company papers where
square dancers work. New dancers
are the key to the growth of square
dancing. Promote and publicize.
What's going on in your area? Perhaps others can benefit from your experiences. Share them through the
pages of AMERICAN SQUARES.

7iorrucKet tite ectee*r,ty"
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LET'S
CALL
PATTER
by Harlan Edwards

PART I
Our ancestors enjoyed square dancing as a recreational activity at their
house raisings, community parties and
other such gatherings. It was common
for them to travel rather long distances, considering their mode of transportation. Frequently the dance would
continue until early morning. The
dance patterns were mostly traditional
and rather simple in comparison to the
dances we enjoy today.
Public address equipment was unknown, outside of a megaphone occasionally. The caller was usually a
congenial sort of fellow with a lot of
wind and a strong voice. He would
announce the next dance, sets would
form, and the dancers would swing
into a pattern well known to all.
The dance was usually performed in
the same manner each time and if the
caller got a little behind or else forgot
some of his lines it made no difference.
The dancers continued in the traditional pattern of the dance.
Due to lack of convenient transportation each of these groups met
16

and danced the few patterns they knew
and enjoyed. Outside of an occasional
new idea brought in by a traveler,
there was not a great change in their
dancing from year to year.
During the years our nation has
grown to become a national community from coast to coast, square dancing
followed the same path. Today we
dance to the same calls and enjoy the
same patterns throughout our land.
The square dance has grown from
early isolated groups into being a national activity with established leaders
and programs. Vast quantities of material have been made available and
new and progressive ideas are continually being presented.
In the past it was adequate for the
caller to memorize and recite his call
the same way, over and over. The
caller of today faces a different situation. It has become impossible to keep
abreast of the changing dance by
memory alone. Today a caller must
change with the times, so to speak,
and seek out a calling method which

1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ■ •••
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••11•1111••••••

ANALYZE YOUR CALLS TO IMPROVE
YOUR CALLING:
1) HOW IS PATTERN SET UP?
2) HOW IS PATTERN COMPOSED?
3) WHERE IS PATTERN STARTED AND ENDED?
4) HOW ARE DANCERS BROUGHT OUT OF PATTERN?

does not involve the memorizing of
countless words.
Caller institutes are being conducted
in many localities but everyone does
not have the time or opportunity to
attend and receive individual attention and help. Here is a progressive
plan which will enable you to CALL,
not recite your patter calls.
First, memorize a simple call. After
emphasis against memory work, start
off memorizing, but don't be misled.
This will give you an example to work
with. Start with some of the first fundamentals of calling so fill in sufficient words to "complete" a calling
phrase to each line. The following
call is a good example:
Head ladies chain, now turn them
there
Heads promenade the outside, just
half around the square
Right and left thru down the
middle, turn the girl you know
First and third lead to the right and
circle half you go

Dive thru, pass thru, swing that
corner maid
Swing the ladies high and low, then
promenade
Two by four and six by eight,
promenade to the garden gate
Get along home and take your
girl with you.

After learning this call select a patter record which seems to meter pretty
well with this call. Metering is an arrangement of word syllables which fit
into the rhythm of the music. Practice
this call with the record you have
chosen until you can recite the call
easily and accurately while thinking
of the directives of the call and letting
the words of the call be spoken automatically.
In this manner you will direct the
head ladies to chain. Then without
having to concentrate on the exact
words which follow, your mind is free
to realize that your next command will
be for the head couples to promenade
half the square.
17
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While you are automatically reciting
the call directing the half promenade
you again can think ahead and realize
that your next command must be for
the head couples to right and left
thru. In this manner you will begin
to think of what is actually happening
—which figures the dancers are executing—rather than thinking of the
exact words of the call.
You will have acquired a set of
words which can be spoken automatically and without pre-thought to direct the dancers through each figure
of the call. Practice this call to as
many different records as you can.
Even try a singing call record or two.
Most of the newer singing calls are
patter set to a tune so many of them
will work out very well.
Next, make up your own set of
words for each command of the call.
Write them down on paper and then
memorize them just as you did before.
Try to select words which meter pretty
well but keep in mind that rhyme is
not as important as clarity of command. Do not sacrifice good clear
words of command just to make the
call rhyme. Try and use those words
which seem natural to you.
Repeat this step several times and
you will become aware that you have
at your command many little sets of
words, natural to you, which convey
the commands to the dancers, and
which you can use while thinking of
the figure you are calling rather than
of the actual words of the call.
Write out a call of your own and
repeat the process again. Keep it
simple for the time being for you are
not trying to prove your merits. You
are establishing a train of thought
which allows you to be fully aware of
what the dancers are doing and at the
same time not having to concentrate
on the spoken words of the call.
Practice this until you have acquired
the ability to call most of the fundamental basics, keeping in mind just
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where the figure begins and ends, using your own natural sets of words,
and not actually having to think of
which words you are using. Make a
practice of using sufficient words so
the call will be properly timed and
the dancers will be alloted the proper
time to execute the figure.
One word of caution. Do not attempt to practice with or in any way
change your regular style of calling
for your established dancing groups.
Rather, do your practicing at home
and with your beginner groups. They
won't know whether you are practicing or not. It will all sound good to
them.
Now that you are beginning to call
in a more individual manner, expressing yourself through use of your own
natural word groups, take another
step and see what makes a call, just
how it is put together. Most good
patter calls have their own distinctive
pattern and add variety to a dance program. Refer to the "example" call that
you started with. A good way to break
down a call is to start at the end and
then "crawfish" backward through it.
Disregarding the promenade and
the corner swing, which in this case
are only a means of getting a new
partner back to home position, the
dancers are so positioned that the head
gents have their original opposite lady
for a partner and these couples are
facing their original corners. The
head gent with his lady had previously
moved across the square from the position outside of and facing the side
couples.
The pattern of this dance is having
the dancers move across the square
and face their original corners. The
"dive thru," "pass thru" accomplishes
this. Grant that it is a rather short
pattern, but it was a pretty simple call
to start with.
Next, you want to see just how this
pattern was set up. First, the head
gents had to get their opposite ladies
for a partner, then these couples were

ese.,•••••••00.•••ess•Yelivemems••••••••••••••
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maneuvered into the proper position
to follow the dance pattern. The head
gents acquired their opposite lady by
means of the head ladies chain, and the
pattern was set up by having the head
couples lead to the right and circle
half. The half promenade and right
and left chru were only a filler for the
dance.
Now, analyze some of the other calls
you use. You will find that many of
the older established calls have a more
definite pattern than the newer calls
which are presented. The more time
you spend in this analysis the easier
it will become to break down various
calls and understand:
1) How the pattern of each call is
set up.
2) What the pattern is composed of.
3) Where it starts and where it
ends.
4) How the dancers are brought
out of the pattern.

In going back through the calls you
use you may find that some of these
calls seem to have no definite pattern
but only repeat the same one or two
figures over and over. In your present
task, work with those calls which do
have a dance pattern which can be
recognized.
After you have broken down a call,
have determined how the pattern was
set up, what it contained, and how
the dancers were brought out of it,
make more use of this knowledge. Refer to your original example and, instead of having the head ladies chain
and then heads leading to the right
to circle half, have the head couples
star thru.
This will put the dancers in the
same general pattern as before. The
head gents have their opposite lady for
a partner and the only difference is
that these couples will now progress
away from their corners, then reverse
and move back across the square. You
have kept the same general dance pattern but have changed the entrance or
way of setting it up. After having the

heads star thru the call would then
become:
Pass thru
Right and left thru with the sides
Dive thru
Pass thru to face original corners.

Working with a call in this manner
it becomes obvious that you can now
change the entrance, extend or vary
the general pattern, and alter the manner in which the dancers are brought
out of the dance pattern.
Experiment with some of the calls
you have been using. Use the same
general pattern but vary the entrance
and change the endings a little. Now
that you are becoming more adept at
using your own natural word group
and can mentally associate the dance
figures and pattern, rather than having
to concentrate on the exact words of
the call, practice putting your patter
calls together as you are actually calling them.
Before you start the call, outline in
your mind.
1) A general introduction, such as
allemande left to a grand right
and left, then promenade.
2) How you will enter the pattern.
3) The general pattern.
4) How you will get the dancers out
of the pattern.
5) A closing break.

Keep your practice rather simple at
first then expand as you progress, but
always think of the next dance figure,
not the words commanding that figure. Soon you will be calling a dance,
not reciting so many words.
You have now taken a long step
toward your goal by learning to set
up a dance pattern and vary the use
of a pattern as it is repeated during
the course of a call. This permits use
of your own individual style and expression and eliminates the monotony
of calls recited to rote.

Next month some of the basic fundamentals of calling such as clarity,
pitch, tone and programming will be
discussed.
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ing very long, is by picking them up
gradually when learning rounds as
the caller or round dance teacher presents them. This is difficult because
one has to be very concerned with sequence and, as a result, correctness of
steps is secondary.
Whether you ever learned the basics
correctly depends on how much the
teacher or caller stresses basics in
dance presentation, how much concentration you can spare (while remembering sequence), and just how
quick and talented you personally are
to "catch on." Most of the present day
round dancers fall in this group and
many have developed into very beautiful and accomplished dancers.
The second way, and probably the
hardest, is to sit down with a book or
illustrations and work them out. This
could include working out dances
from cue sheets in order to practice
these basics. This way for most people
is too hard and they lose interest before they can get the job done satisfactorily.

KNOW
YOUR
ROUND
DANCE
BASICS

The third, and best method, is to attend a basic class. Such classes range
from an entire program of learning
basics and practicing exercises, to regular round dance classes with definite
periods set aside for basic instruction.
Such classes are springing up all over
the country as a result of the apparent
need due to the rapid growth in the
round dance field.
Many national leaders such as Frank
Hamilton, Bob Smithwick and others
have written books and outlines on
basics several years ago. But due to the
rapid growth of square dancing and
round dancing, the grass roots need
for round dance basics is glaring.
Learn all the round dance basics at the
next class in your area.

by Frank Lehnert

Do you know your round dance
basics? If so, you have learned them
by one of three ways. First, and most
probable if you've been square danc20

Frank Lehnert, Toledo, Ohio caller
and round dance teacher, is currently President of the Toledo Area
Callers Association. He and his
wife Phyl have taught at many festivals and conventions and have
composed three popular dances.

BENEFITS
OF
SQUARE
DANCING
FRIENDS - BELONGING - EXERCISING
by Carrie Pitman

What's right with square dancing?
Let me tell you.
My husband and I have been dancing for nearly twenty years. We have
helped organize classes, clubs, councils, and federations. We have danced
on driveways, in basements, barns,
and auditoriums. Oldsters, youngsters,
and handicapped persons have danced
with us. We had danced to records,
tapes, and hundreds of callers . . .
We have enjoyed every minute of it.
As we look back, we ask ourselves
what benefits we have gained from
square dancing.
First, the hundreds of friends from
across these United States. In no
other activity is it possible to make
so many friends without knowing or
caring about their social or financial
status.
Second, the opportunity to belong.
This means being accepted and shar-

ing fun and enthusiams without question.
.
Third, the physical benefits. By
dancing we exercise and at the same
time exercise becomes a pleasant experience.
These are only a few of the wonders we would have missed had we
not been square dancing.
But we are also realistic. We know,
too, that there is pettiness, bickering,
and jealousy. But always when two
or more persons are together, or in
an activity the size of the square
dance movement, there will be a difference of opinion which, if tempered, is healthy.
So, let each of us recognize square
dancing for the wholesome, friendly,
and sociable activity that it really is
and by taking a positive attitude,
stimulate an awareness of the true
merits of this great national recreation.

(Reprinted by permission from August 1961 Foot Notes, published by the Ohio Corporation of Square
and Round Dance Clubs.)
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AMERICAN SQUARES WORKSHOP features original material submitted by you—our readers. Caller's
Questions, Choreography, Figures & Breaks, New Basics, Singing Squares, and Round Dunces are
presented each month. Mail new and creative material and questions to AMERICAN SQUARES,
6400 North Leoti Avenue, Chicago 46, Illinois.

CALLER'S
QUESTIONS
BILL BAXTER, Wakefield, Mass.:
"As one who has been calling
square dances and subscribing to your
magazine for ten years or more I
hat e a word to say regarding square
dance figures. I have no quarrel with
new figures if they serve a useful
purpose, but what 1 object to is that
some of the newer callers try to
change a standard figure to serve
their own purposes.
For instance, one told me that he
wrote a dance that left the courtesy
turn out of a ladies chain because
there was no time to do it before going into the next figure. Needless to
sad. this would cause confusion
among people who had learned their
figures in a standard class. Several
of my dancers have gone to some of
these dances and come to me and asked why I had not taught them this
tval.
"I can't understand why people
who are supposed to be dancing and
enjoying themselves have to be rushed through a dance in so much hurry
that there is not even time to complete a standard dance figure. This is
fun?
"With all this talk of standardizing
square dance figures why do some
people spend their time un-standardizing them?"
Bill, you have voiced the very thing
that helps to kill interest in new

ideas, the tendency towards "rat-racing" (the speeding up of normal,
simple basic movements). The lack
of a courtesy turn after a ladies turn
no doubt refers to the term "chain
thru" which was suggested in the
past and turned down almost unanimously because it would have killed
the "star thru" movement now so
generally used to indicate a certain
FACING direction for the couple doing it.
As far as the time it takes to dance
the extra beats of a courtesy turn,
what's the rush? You callers have to
work two and a half to three hours
at every dance anyway. So why call
something that makes you doubleup on your thinking plus makes the
dancers go home feeling beat?
MRS. JOSEPH H. MILLER, Dayton,
Ohio:
. . . I have always wanted to
teach teenagers and young people
how to square dance. How do I learn?
From books? . . . Local callers get
twenty to twenty-five dollars a night
and they get aggrevated when they
find out that the out-of-town caller
gets from thirty-five dollars up. . . .
As a result our local callers are not
keeping up.
Pe • • Five or six couples are holding a city-sponsored club together . . .
Dances attract people who dance once
a month or less and don't even know
who the heads and the sides are in
a dance. . "
Mrs. Miller, I gather from your
letter that you are concerned about
square dancing to the point of despair. Not being a caller myself I can
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Hoedowns in a completely New Style
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"SAVANNAH JUNCTION"
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Rounds For Squares:
"HAPPY FEET"
by Chet and Barbara Smith
Boylston, Mass.

"CHERRY BLOSSOM LANE"
by Glen and Beth McLeod
Des Moines, Iowa

TOP 26002

Box 16, Bath, Ohio

only pass on to you what I have observed. As far as learning to call,
books are a must. Attend camps where
individual attention is given. Inquire
at your square dance store about
ANY other books, records, information they might have or know of to
pass on to you. Latch on to a good
caller who can guide you. Order
books from AMERICAN SQUARES
Book Service.
The problem of local callers' fees
against imported talent is apparent in
every locality. Don't forget that someone calling in your town from out-ofstate for one hundred dollars a night
is just a local boy at home at the local
going rate. If your local talent have
it, they also can travel elsewhere at
higher fees, perhaps in the very backyard of the guy that called there last
month, and then the fees will be reversed.
Dollar signs are a fallacy because a
good job at home is solid rock always. You're forgiven easier and
quicker for an off-night whereas a
bad egg laid on the road is always
remembered and sometimes not given
a second chance.
City-sponsored clubs are seemingly
never as successful as other type clubs.
You can't limit your membership. To
attract top-notch dancers you must
have top-notch callers with everything else at the same level. This includes hall, sound, friendly people,
atmosphere, and the like.
BE SURE fun is the key word and
not dancing ability. The latter seeks
its level like water no matter what
YOU think people should do. FUN
means different things to different
people and they will decide which
club offers this to them.

CHOREOGRAPHY

WHEEL AND DEAL

One of the nicest movements coming into the square dance picture in
recent years is WHEEL AND DEAL.
This movement dove-tails with so
many others and lends itself to danc26

ing. Since it is so versatile as to direction of moving (left or right) and
is no problem as to sex (men, women,
or combination), it has been easily
taught and readily accepted.
Variations are numerous. Examples
are "and a 1:'4 more," individual
movements like "single wheel," and
lines of three where the right couple
wheels around in the normal way
while the left person (with an
imaginary partner) wheels in behind
them.
Figures using these various ways
are included below for your consideration. Many of these figures are
now on record so that you can dance
to them yourself before learning
them and using them on your dancers.
Coupled with WHEEL AND DEAL
and using a similar type movement
are "wheel around" and "cast-off."
The latter movement is as old as any
contra. It can be used to good advantage in various ways, again being
versatile regarding directions and
dancers.
For a couple to execute a cast-off,
the ends act as a hinge while the
adjacent dancer moves forward and
around with inside hands joined (not
hooked elbows). You as the caller
can move the dancers around as much
as you like.
For example:
Cast-off 1 /4 equals lines retreat
Cast-off 1/2 equals right and left
thru
Cast-off 3/4 equals bend the line
Cast-off full equals pass thru.

Another complimentary movement
of the same type is the command
"wheel across." From lines of four
passing thru, on call to "wheel across," the same traffic pattern as
WHEEL AND DEAL prevails. The
right couple crosses in front of the
left couple, only in this case to form
another line of four.
This entire movement is like the
line doing a "Dixie twirl," without
the use of hands, making the center
arch and the right end pulling them
all thru the arch. This is a zero movement of the line and you're right

back where you started from with
regard to couple sequence and partner
change. Nothing has been changed in
the formation of the dancers from the
position they had been in before the
pass thru. Of course, they would be
standing across the set from their
starting point but everything else is
equal.
EXAMPLES USING ALL MOVEMENTS

by Willard Orlich, Akron, Ohio
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gent break and line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
First couple left, next one right
Lines of four go forward and back
Pass thru and wheel across
Wheel and deal, you're facing out
First couple left, next one right
Lines of four go forward and back
Pass thru, cast-off 3. 4 around
Right and left thru across the town
Pass thru, wheel and deal and a 1 '4
more
Cast-off 3 4 around
Cross trail thru to a left allemande ...
First and third right and left thru
Roll away with a half sashay
Pass thru while you're that way
Turn left, single file
Lady round two, gent round one, line
up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Dixie chain on a double track
Lady go left, gent go right, left allemande . . .
BACKTRACK DEAL,

by Willard Orlich, Akron, Ohio
Sides to the right and circle four
Side gent break and line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Backtrack, separate, walk past two,
line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Backtrack, separate, walk past two,
line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Backtrack, separate, walk past two,
line up four
Left allemande . . .

ROLL-BACK WHEEL

by Willard Orlich, Akron, Ohio
Side two couples pass thru
Around one and line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Ladies roll back, men square thru
Four hands around and when you're
thru
Both turn left around two
Line up four, here's what you do
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Men roll back, ladies square thru
Four hands around, you're almost
thru
Separate, around one, star by the
right 3 4 round
Allemande left . . .
WHEEL AND DEAL AND 1/4 MORE

by Willard Orlich, Akron, Ohio
First and third do a half sashay
Up to the middle and back away
Pass thru, then single wheel (gent
in front of lady)
Dixie chain across the set
Gent go left, lady go right, around
one
Square thru, count four hands, no
make it five
Corners all left allemande . . .
TRIO-DEAL
by Willard Orlich, Akron, Ohio

Head couples right and left thru
Same two ladies chain
Send them back 3 4 around
Side gent turn 'em arm around
Forward six and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Substitute, men star right 3 4 around
Turn 'em left, send 'em back
Dixie style to an ocean wave and
rock it
Pass thru, left allemande . . .
QUICKIE THREESOME

by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla.
Head gents swing your girl
Spin her to the right, line up three
Forward six and back, pass thru like
a wheel and deal
Sides arch, girls duck under and
chain 3/4 around
Head men turn this Sue, then cross
trail
Allemande left . . .
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FIGURES
& BREAKS
SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT

by Oliver Lutgen, Marshfield, Mo.
Head gents and the corner girl go
up to the middle and back to the
world
Same two box the gnat

then
Lead to the right, right after that
Circle four, you're looking fine
The gents break and make a line
Forward eight and back I shout
Arch in the middle, ends duck out
Right behind those girls you stand
Forward eight, back to the land
Dixie chain on the double track
When you're through, girls turn back
Left allemande . . .

or
Square thru right after that
Four hands round and when you're
thru
Square thru with the outside two
Four hands round, you're facing out
Forward eight and back I shout
U turn back and the inside two box
the gnat across from you
Lines of four go up and back
Right and left thru and turn 'em
Jack
Cross trail thru and listen man
Find the corner, left allemande .
or
Square thru right after that
Four hands round and when you're
thru
Square thru with the outside two
Four hands more and when you're
thru
A wheel and deal is what you'll do
All four men pass right thru
Swing the girl that's facing you
Now promenade and don't slow
down
Head two couples wheel around
Two ladies chain with the ones you've
found
Turn those girls and do a Dixie chain
Girls go left and the men go right
Left allemande . . .
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or
Half square thru right after that
Now square thru with the outside
two
Four hands round and when you're
thru
U turn back and the inside two box
the gnat across from you
Lines of four go up and back
Cross trail thru, be careful Jack
Give a left to the girl and pull her
by
A right to the next and pull her by
A left to the next, left allemande ...
A BREAK

by C. 0. Guest, Dallas, Texas
First and third lead to the right and
circle up four
Head gents break to a line of four
Go forward eight and back in time
Pass through and bend the line
Pass through and bend the line
Forward eight and back with you
Then star thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Now balance, go up and back
Then square thru three quarters
round
There's the corner, left allemande .
A FIGURE

by Harry Gordon, Norwalk, Ohio
All four ladies chain across
One and three lead right and circle
four to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Go forward out and back again
Ends cross over, centers turn back
Ends fold right after that
Star thru, then wheel across
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Go forward out and back again
Ends cross over, centers turn back
Ends fold right after that
Star thru, then wheel across
Right and left thru, cross trail, left
allemande . . .
ALL EIGHT CROSS FOLD

by Gordon Densmore, Madison, Ohio
One and three square thru four hands
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
All eight cross fold
Dive thru, square thru 3, '4 to a left
allemande . . .

LITTLE FIGURE

by Ramblin' Bob Dubree,
Knoxville, Tenn.
All four ladies chain across
Star back to a do-paso
Corner by the right, partner left, hang
on tight
Men back up, an allemande thar
All four men listen to me
Spread the star and box the flea
Girls back up, a right-hand star
Allemande thar, hang on tight
Do-paso and don't be slow
Corner right, around you go
Partner left, allemande thar
Men back up a right-hand star
Shoot the star full around
Men star right across the town
Opposite lady left hand around
New corner right, pull her by
Skip one girl, go left allemande
CROSS-FOLD FIGURES

by Jim Gammalo.
Olmstead Falls, Ohio
All four ladies chain across
Turn 'em now, don't get lost
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Forward eight and back so bold
Pass thru, ends cross fold
Square thru 3/4 around
Corners all left allemande . . .
All four ladies chain across
Head couples cross trail thru
Around one and line up four
Forward eight and back with you
Pass thru, ends cross fold
Everybody face your partner, back
away
Join hands and circle up eight
Reverse back single file
Men turn back, Dixie grand
Right, left, right, left allemande ...
CASTING STARS

by Vern Smith, Dearborn, Mich.
One and three do a half sashay
Lead to the right and circle that way
Head gents break to a line I say
Forward eight and back to the world
Star thru, California twirl
Centers in, cast off 3/4 around
Star thru, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off 3/4 around
Star thru, California twirl

Centers in, cast off 3, '4 around
Just the ends star thru, pass thru
Turn to the right, go around two
Into the middle for a Dixie style
Make an ocean wave, rock it awhile
Swing by the left, do a Dixie chain
Ladies go left, the gents go right
Allemande left don't take all night
HEADS CROSS FOLD

by Gordon Densmore, Madison, Ohio
One and three square thru four hands
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Heads cross fold
Substitute, square thru 3!4, left allemande . . .
CURLIQUE AND CROSS FOLD

by Gordon Densmore, Madison, Ohio
Heads square thru four hands, curlique
Girls cross fold
Men pass thru and star thru
Wheel and deal face to face
Left allemande . . .
CAST NUMBER ONE

by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla.
Number one couple split the right
Around one, four in line you stand
Line of four go forward and back
Forward again, across the floor, cast
off
Couples around one, stand four in
line
Forward eight and back you toss
Now pass thru and cast off 3 4
'round
Star thru, left allemande . . .
CAST NUMBER THREE

by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla.
Head two couples do a half sashay
Number three couple split the ring
Around just one, stand four in line
Go forward four and back you toss
Go across the floor, cast off
Couples around one, stand four in
line
Forward eight and back you toss
Now pass thru and cast off 3 '4
'round
Star thru across from you
The inside four square thru, five
hands around
Find your corner, allemande left , . .
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HALF SQUARE THRU HASH
by Ben Stark, Key West, Fla.
Heads go forward, back with you
Go forward again, half square thru
Half square thru with the outside
two
California twirl all eight of you
With the opposite half square thru
The inside two do a half square thru
California twirl all eight of you
The new head couples half square
thru
Right and left thru with the outside
two
Duck to the middle and square thru
Three quarters 'round in the middle
go
Split the outside and go around one
Come into the middle, half square
thru
Right and left thru with the outside
two
Duck back to the middle and star
thru
Right and left thru and turn your
Sue
Cross trail thru that's what you do
Go up the outside, go around two

Hook on to the ends that's what you
do
Go forward eight and back to the
land
Lines divide now to a Dixie grand
Right, left, right, watch it man
Here comes corner, left allemande ...
QUICKER THAN QUICK

by Burt Tobey, Livonia, Mich.
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass on thru and wheel and deal
The inside four will star thru
Lead to the right, left allemande ...
FULL HOUSE

by C. R. "Sonny" Cook,
LaGrange, Ga.
Head ladies chain across the way
Then whirl away with a half sashay
Head couples pass thru, around just
one
Line up four 'cause you're not done
Go forward eight and back by heck
Pass thru and shuffle the deck
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Golden Square is proud to
announce they have added to their staff

FRANNIE HEINTZ
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MASS.

Frannie's first recording is a swell little dance
to the tune of Pennsylvania Polka. Frannie's
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the Westernaires Band

Flip Instrumental by Bill Costner

First couple go left, the next one
right
Then star thru with the first in
sight
Half square thru the opposite two
On to the next with a right and
left thru
Forward eight and back by heck
Pass thru and shuffle the deck
Quarter in (face the lady on your
right)
Now shuffle the deck
Just the girls pass thru, then star
thru, still not thru
Now wheel and deal, two by two
Half square thru, you're facing out
Forward out and back you sail
Watch it now! cross trail
Corners all go left allemande . .
CAP GUN

by Sparky Sparks, San Anselmo, Calif.
Side ladies chain across the way
Finish it off with a half sashay
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Go forward eight and back you reel

Pass thru now and wheel and deal
Partner right go right and left grand
..
LINES STAR THRU
by Walt Swan, Riverside, R.I.

One and three cross trail thru
Go up the outside go around two
Hook right on to the end of the line
Go forward eight and back in time
Just the ends star thru, square thru
Three quarters 'round, is what you
do
Separate now and go around just one
Line up four and have a little fun
Now go forward eight and back with
you
Just the ends star thru, square thru
Three quarters 'round is all you do
Separate now and go around just one
Line up four we'll have a little fun
Now forward eight and back with
you
Go forward again and star thru
Square thru in the middle you do
Three quarters 'round, left allemande . . .

TWO CALLER-TEACHER MANUALS
ESSENTIAL FOR ALL LEVELS OF CALLING EXPERIENCE

BY JACK MANN
COMPACT VERSION

ENLARGEDEDITION

Contains a large collection of dances
for the repertoire. System of symbols
for writing dances In shorthand. Important pointers on dealing with beginner classes. Abundant exercise material arranged in logical sequence, for
teaching a 15-week square dance
course. Only . . .
•

Same contents as the compact version
plus: Exact phraseology for teaching
each basic. Important pointers on
children's classes. Full supply of material especially suitable for one-night
stands. Specific pointers on selecting
the proper patter record.

$2 00

Add 22 cents for Air Mail POSTPAID

FILL OUT
AND MAIL
Enclose Cash,

Check or
Money Order

L- -

$3•00

Add 27 cents for Air Mail POSTPAID

JACK MANN, 540 ALCATRAZ, OAKLAND 9, CALIF.
Please send me a copy of your book as checked

Compact Version
$2.00 P.P.

Name

❑

Address
City

State
ims

s

Enlarged Version
$3.00 P.P.

MN MI

...11
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Make that ocean wave, rock it
SWING THRU, two by two, rock it
SWING THRU, two by two, rock it
Ends change places, centers turn
around
Wheel and deal, two by two
Cross trail thru, allemande left . .

NEW
BASICS
SWING THRU

by Del Coalman, Flint, Mich.
From a four hand ocean wave, on
call ICI "swing thru," the ends swing
half way round with adjacent dancer.
New center twn swing half once more
to form another ocean wave.
SWING THRU EXAMPLE

by Del Coalman, Flint, Mich.
Head two ladies chain
One and three do-sa-do, all the way
round to an ocean wave, rock it
SWING THRU two by two and balance again
Box the gnat, cross trail thru to a
left allemande . . .
SWINGING DEAL

by Del Coalman, Flint, Mich.
One and three go forward up and
hack
Do-sa-do all the way round

SWINGING ROCKS

by Del Coalman, Flint, Mich.
One and three go forward up and
back
Forward again, square thru
Four hands round, that's what you do
Do-sa-do with the outside two
Make that ocean wave, rock it
SWING THRU, two by two, rock it
SWING THRU, two by two, rock it
Ends change places, centers turn
around
Wheel and deal, two by two
Right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, do-sa-do with
the outside two
Make that ocean wave, rock it
SWING THRU, two by two, rock it
SWING THRU, two by two, rock it
Ends change places, centers turn
around

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn big
profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business if

you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels and
books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a dealer of
square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance to add to your
volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you for complete details.

No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
ARIZONA
Old Timer Distributors
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix

ILLINOIS
Heritage House
6400 N. Leott Ave., Chicago 46

CALIFORNIA
Corsair-Continental Corp.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd.,
Temple City

MICHIGAN
Square Dance Specialties
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27

NEW JERSEY
Dance Record Distributors
1159 Broad St., Newark
OHIO
Twelgrenn Enterprises
P.O. Box 16. Bath
TEXAS
Merrbach Record Sales
323 W. 14th Street, Houston

MISSOURI
CANADA
Square & Round Dance Whole- Webster Record Distributors
124 W. Lockwood,
sale
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. St. Louis 19

UTAH
Vern Yates Distributors
436 E. 4th South, Salt Lake City

NEBRASKA
GEORGIA
Record Distributors
Square Dance Distributors
2.581 Piedmont Rd. N.E., Atlanta 205 S. 19th, Omaha

WASHINGTON
Western Dance Distributors
1230 q Westlake Ave. N, Seattle
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Wheel and deal, two by two
Right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, allemande left

Double pass thru
Lead couple left, the next one right
Then cross trail for a left allemande
•••
Four ladies chain 3,'4 around
Turn 'em boys, you're Join' fine
New head ladies chain
Heads to the middle and back with
you
Forward again, right and left thru
Same two lead to the right and circle
up four
Head gents break to a line of four
It's forward eight and back
Square thru, go all the way around
you glide
When you're thru you wheel and
slide, that's what you do
Double pass thru, the centers move
up
Then cast off 3 '4 around
New lines of four, it's up to the
middle and back
Star thru, double pass thru, lead
couple left, the next one right
Now cross trail and look for the
corner, left allemande . . .

MORE WHEEL AND SLIDE EXAMPLES
by Marty Winter, Cresskill, N.J.

Heads to the middle and come on
back
Square thru on the inside track, four
hands around
Right and left through with the outside two
Now pass thru, wheel and slide two
by two
The inside two will square thru 3/4
around them looky
That's the corner, left allemande ...
Side two ladies chain to the right
Turn 'em and don't take all night
Head two couples lead to the right
and circle up four
Head gents break to a line of four
It's forward eight and back with you
Square thru four hands, it's all the
way round you do
Now wheel and slide that's what you
do

RECORDS

RELEASES

1700 28TH AVENUE
HUEYTOWN, ALABAMA

HOEDOWNS I

SINGING CALLS
#1-100A I WON'T GO HUNTIN'

Jewel O'Brien
CALLS

#1.102A SLOWLY
#1-103A A LITTLE HEARTACHE

MUSIC BY
"FONTANA RAMBLERS"
•
• • • •

#J-104A TILL THE END OF THE WORLD

i(01-101A UNION COUNTY
FLIP
#1-101B CHINESE BREAKDOWN
#1-105B OLE SALLY
FLIP
#1-105A RED RIVER TRAIN
(INST. SINGING CALL)

FLIP/INSTRUMENTALS

,4IF

oh,
MERRBACH RECORD SALES
323 West 14th Street, Houston

tej

"WITH THE REAL SQUARE DANCE BEAT"
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SINGING
SQUARES
Singing Squares are a part of every caller's
repetoire. The best of new Singing Squares are
presented each month.

COON CREEK PARTY LINE

Record: Dash No. 2540 — Instrumental calls by Phyllis Kraft.
Dance: Phyllis Kraft, Scottsdale, Ariz.
Music: Schroeder's Playboys.
Opener, Break, and Closer:

Join hands and make a ring, circle
Left like everything
Allemande left, come back and promenade
Gents roll in a left face whirl, promenade a brand new girl
Back right out and circle eight you
do
Girls rollaway, grand right and left
around the ring you go
Meet your honey with a do-sa-do and
promenade her home

Promenade go round the ring, get
along home and swing
You can call her on the Coon Creek
Party Line.
Figure:

One and three right and left thru,
turn your girl, star thru
Pass thru, split the ring, around just
one, make a line
Forward eight and back you whirl,
star thru, California twirl
Dive thru, square thru '4 round
Split that ring around one, into the
middle you go
Star thru, pass thru, swing this girl
and promenade
Oh, the wind began to roar and the
rain began to pour
Then the lightning struck the Coon
Creek Party Line.
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for
Sides, Closer.)
Very good in both choreography and
dancer response.

NEW RECORD RELEASES
No. 8185 — FRAULINE
flip
Caller: Johnny Schultz
Music: Art Jones' Hot Timers

No. 8186 — BOSTON TWO STEP/ BLACK HAWK WALTZ
round dance
Music: Art Jones' Hot Timers
These Are Old Timers With A New Sound

T-R-Y T-H-E-M
Send 4c stamp for complete listing.

OLD TIMER RECORDS
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix 14, Arizona

THRU THE WHITE AND DRIFTED SNOW

Record: Grenn No. 12047 — Instrumental, calls by Ron Schneider.
Dance: Ron Schneider, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Music: Al Russ.
Opener, Break, and Closer:

Allemande left in the alamo style,
right to your own, balance awhile
Swing by the right, halfway, keep
going in an alamo
The horse knows the way to carry the
sleigh, through the White and
Drifted Snow
Swing by the left, there's your own,
do-sa-do and swing
Left allemande that corner, come on
back and promenade
Promenade that ring, home you go
and then you swing
As over the road we go.
Figure:
One and three go up and back, then
star thru
Box the gnat, pull her by, let's do a
left square thru
Four hands around with you, make a
line, wheel and deal

NEW
RELEASES

Vaal
DASH RECORD CO.
466 E. MILLETT
MESA, ARIZONA

Double pass thru, the girls go left,
men go right
Star thru with the first in sight, and
then square thru
Three quarters round and swing the
corner one, promenade
A harvest moon, a happy tune
As over the road we go.
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for
sides, Closer.)
A good Holiday singing call. Some
tricky choreography in starting a
square thru with the same sex. This
makes it a little different.

NOTICE!
The entire contents of AMERICAN
SQUARES are copyrighted! Written
permission must be obtained before
reproducing any material. Address in.
quires to Arvid Olson, Editor, AMERICAN SQUARES, 6400 N. Leoti Are..
Chicago 46, Illinois.

7777,,vmmvmw
.
BANJO HOEDOWNS DA-2542

JERRY'S HOEDOWN
TOM & JERRY
NO. 2543

NO. 2544

CINDY
Caller: EARL NEFF
Las Vegas, Nev.

GIRL WITH THE
GOLDEN HAIR
Caller, DEL PRICE
Lakewood, Calif.
Flip Instrumental

Flip Instrumental

"lice ke0 Ia eaili#19."
WRITTEN BY DON BELL AND BOB DAWSON

A hard-bound textbook written exclusively for beginning
or experienced callers and teachers. Complete course with
home study lessons. Rated "Excellent" by top leaders. Price
includes postage and handling—Canadians
add current exchange—Floridians odd 3% $
sales tax—Air mail add $1.12—Send Check
•
or money order.

7 in 5
7

Hurry! Send for Your Copy Today!

Complete Home Study
Course for Beginning
or Experienced Callers
THE KEYS TO CALLING
4715 Greenwich Drive
Sarasota, Florida
Please send me "The Keys to Call ing." Enclosed is S
Name
Address
City
M MM MMMM MI MI

State
■•=1•1

10
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ROUND
DANCES
SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE
by Lib Hubbard, Atlanta, Ga.

Record: Grenn No. 14046.
Position: Open, both facing LOD.
Footwork: Opposite, directions for
M.
Introduction
Meas.

1-•t Wait 2 measures; apart, -, touch,
touch, -; together, -, touch, -;
Dance
1 -4

FWD two step; FWD two step;
side close, cross, -; Change sides, 2,
3. -;
5-8 FWD two step; FWD two step;
side, close cross, -; change sides, 2,
3, -;
9-12 Cross-Step, Cross-Step; FWD two
step; point FWD and BK; FWD
two step;
13-16 Cross-Step, Cross-Step; FWD
two step; point FWD and BK;
FWD two step;
17-20 Side, -, Close, -, Side, -, Close,
to semi-closed) -; FWD two step;
FWD two step;
21-24 Side, -, Close, -; Side, -, Close,
( to semi-closed) -; FWD two step;
FWD two step;
25-28 (Box) FWD two step; (box)
BK, two step; step BK, TCH, -;
Step FWD, -, TCH, -; ,
29-32 (Box) FWD two step; (box)
BK two step; step BK, TCH, -;
TCH, -;
step turn, to open)
ENDING: M twirls W on Meas. 32,
Bow to ptr.
ANYTIME
by Dottie and Blackie Heatwole
Mclean, Va.
Record: Windsor No. 4683.

Position: Semi-closed, both facing
LOD.
Footwork: Opposite. Directions for
M.
Introduction
Meas.
1-4 Wait; wait; apart, -, TCH, -; together (to Semi-CP),
TCH, -;
36

Dance

1-4 FWD two step; FWD two-step;
FWD, turn in, FWD, turn out (to
Semi-CP); walk, -, 2, -;
5-8 Repeat action of meas 1-4 except
to face ptr on last step of meas 8
in loose CP M's back twd COH;
9-12 Side, behind, side, behind; roll, -,
2, -; BWD two step; back, face,
thru - (to Semi-CP);
13-16 FWD, close, FWD, swing;
back, close, back, TCH; Apart,
TCH, TOG (to semi-CP), TCH;
FWD, TCH, FACE, TCH (to looseCP);
17-24 Repeat action of meas 9-16 except to end in CP with M facing
LOD, on count 3 & 4 of meas 24
step bwd in RLOD on R ft, TCH L
ft to R as W takes short step bwd
on L turning 1 2 L to face ptr in CP
tch R ft to L;
25-28 (Box) side, close, FWD, -; side,
close, back, -; (Hitch)) back, close,
FWD, close; walk, -, walk, turn, -;
29-32 (Box) side, close, FWD, -; side,
close, back /turn, - ( to Banjo) ;
(Hitch) back, close, FWD, close;
walk, -, 2, - ( to Semi-CP);
Perform Entire Routine A Total of Two
Times
ENDING: FWD, back face, apart,

point;
OH JOHNNY
traditional

Record: Lloyd Shaw No. 3301.
Position: Circle formation with lady
on man's right, all facing center
with hands joined.
Dance

Meas.
1-4 All Join Hands and You Circle
the Ring
5-8 Stop Where You Are, Give Your
Partner A Swing
9-12 Swing that Corner Girl
13-16 Go Home and Swing Your Own
—You Swing and You Whirl
17-20 Allemande Left With the Girl
On the Left
21-24 Dos-A-Dos Your Own
25-32 Take Your Corner — promenade — and Go Walking With That
Maid Singing — "Oh, Johnny, Oh,
Johnny, Oh."

VENTS
Dec. 1: San Luis Obispo, Calif. Snowmen's Holiday Folk Dance Festival.
Veteran's Memorial Building.
Dec. 1: Ocala, Fla. Sunshine Christmas Festival Dance.
Dec. 2: Akron, Ohio. 3rd Ann. Snow
Festival For Round Dancers. Firestone Park.
Dec. 9: San Francisco, Calif. Folk &
Round Dance Festival. Portola
Playground Gym.
Dec. 9: St. Paul, Minn. Festival. St.
John's Recreation Center.
Dec. 27 - Jan. 1: Armore, Okla. Dance
Fun.
Dec. 30: Sarasota, Fla. Holiday Hash
—Rumpus Room Rumble. Colonade Restaurant.
Dec. 31: Jacksonville, Fla. New
Year's Dance.

Dec. 31: Memphis, Tenn. GMSDA
New Year's Eve Dance.
Jan. 13: Winona, Minn. Winter Carnival Square Dance. St. Stan's
Auditorium.
Jan. 18: Salt Lake City, Utah. 5th Annual Funstitute. Hellenic Building.
Jan. 18-20: Tucson, Ariz. 15th Ann.
Square Dance Festival. Romada Inn.
Feb. 3: New Ulm, Minn. Festival.
George's Ballroom.
■AINVII.,11■■■••■•■•■■■■•■■••••••■■■■■••■11.

COVER TALK

Holiday Season is party season. Of
course there's a Santa Claus. And of
course there's square dancing. So
what could be more fitting than a
square dancin' Santa? Make your
Christmas party dances happy ones
by dancing for fun and enjoyment.
Our Santa and partner, as illustrated
by staff artist Wilb Lievens, is having a good time. Best wishes from
the entire staff of AMERICAN
SQUARES for a joyous Christmas and
a prosperous New Year.

When in Chicagoland visit

KELLY'S
RANCHWEAR & SADDLERY
1200 S. Milwaukee Ave., Wheeling, Illinois
Corner of Milwaukee Ave. & Palatine (Willow)
Road. 2 Miles south of Wheeling. Phone
LE-7.2745

OR BUY BY MAIL
Add 25c to each item for partial postage.
Illinois Residents add 4',4 sales tax.

ANKLETTE:

Two in one shoe with a con-

vertible ankle or instep strap. Made in soft
glove leather, chrome soles, and 1/2 inch
celetite heels. Sizes 41/2-10, M & N. Black,
White, Red.
$5.95
(Gold, Silver sparklite $6.95)

MEN'S OXFORD: Leather square dance
oxford with elastic side gore. Walking heel.
Sizes 61/2-12, B & D. Black, Cordovan. $10.95
MEN'S SHIRT: Traditional "table cloth"
check western shirt. 100(4 cotton wash and
wear. Sizes 14-18 collar, 32-35 sleeves. Red/
White, Turquoise/White, Black/White. $5.95
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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LATEST RELEASES
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#104 CHEWING GUM
Allis Morvent

#105 LITTLE LIZA JANE
Allie Morvent

#106 FRANKIE & JOHNNIE
Allie Morvent

#107 PICTURE WINDOW FACING SOUTH
Red Warrick

#108 NOBODY'S SWEETHEART
Mel Holly

#109 WINGS OF AN ANGEL
Mack McCoslin
#110

SIOUX CITY SUE
Wes Dyer

You need these zinging instrumentals on your
program. Ask your dealer.

Square Dance Dresses
Mother and Daughter Dresses
Peasant Dresses, Peasant
Blouses and Skirts
Square Dance Skirts
Ready to wear and made to order . . . Send
for brochure and name of local supplier.

WINDSOR 4815
MARY ANN
Intrumental Square Dance Calls by
Dave Taylor

Muic: Excellent. Windsor sets the
pace among West Coast labels with the
best in music. Dance: Easy. Ruth Stillion scores again. Caller: Excellent.
Dave comes through with an easy, currently popular style. Buy this one.
WESTERN JUBILEE 905
UNCLE NOAH'S ARK
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Les Ely

Music: Fair. Lacks the crispness that
callers demand. Dance: Intermediate.
Caller: Good. Typical Southwestern
calling style that is with the music.
MacGREGOR 950
TWELFTH STREET RAG
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Fenton "Jonesy" Jones

Music: Excellent. Features a banjo.
The music on this label has improved
greatly in recent months. Dance: Intermediate. Features a triple allemande
and a wagon wheel. Caller: Good.
Typical "Jonesy" production.
MacGREGOR 951
YOU'LL BE MINE
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Bill Ball

1460 WASHINGTON AVENUE
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
TEL. JE 8-8794

FREE

SQUARE • ROUND
DANCE RECORD
CATALOG

• Buy Direct by Mail • 24-Hour
Service •12,000 Records Always in
Stock • 58 Labels • Books 8 Accessories • P.A. Systems • FREE
BONUS OFFER.
SEND FOR YOUR CATALOG TODAY!
12 Years Continued Service.

MASTER RECORD SERVICE
1210 E. Indian School Rd., Phoenix 14, Arizona
Home of Mike's Square Dance Barn)
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Music: Excellent. Another recording
of "Ends Of the World." Dance: Intermediaw. Glossary terms. Caller:
Good. Easy to understand but lacks
sparkle.
MacGREGOR 952
SUGAR BABE
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Bob Van Antwerp

Music: Excellent. Guitar rendition of
an old favorite sing-along tune. Dance:
Easy. Club dancers will love this one.
Caller: Excellent. Bob does an exceptionally fine job. Best MacGregor record this month.

MacGREGOR 953
MY WAGON
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Don Stewart

Music: Excellent. Dance: Easy. Club
material. Caller: Good. A good job
but the caller does not project his
personality through this record.
MacGREGOR 954
PREACHER AND THE BEAR
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Chuck Raley

Music: Excellent. Lively, well-done
instrumental. Dance: Easy. Another
good one for club dancers. Fun to do
and not difficult. Caller: Good. Chuck
has first-class potential but his diction
is poor. This month's releases from
MacGregor are again excellent. All
of these are worth the investment. The
quality and music are among the best.
SQUARE L 104
SLOWPOKE
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Melton Luttrell

WORTH WAITING FOR!
Our first new round dance in six months.
CHULITA — means "little dear," and it is!
A little, light, surprising two-step — a real
two-step in 214 time. Danced to a sweet little
Mexican tune: "La Borrachita" (the little tipsy
girl), played on a marimba. It's a basket of
gardenias from Xochimilco, faintly flavored
with chili peppers.
THE COLORADO WALTZ — backs this charming
two-step: an unusual, simple waltz, to a
schmaltz waltz tune, elegantly played: "Moonlight on the River Colorado."
No. 251-45 CHULITA — by Carlotta Hagemann
No. 252-45 THE COLORADO WALTZ — by Russ
and Leah Hendrickson
ALSO — watch, for a big bargain before the end
of the year: four round dances on one record.
ALSO — don't forget our Christmas record:
No. 4591 — White Christmas
No. 4592 — Deck the Halls

LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, INC.
P.O. Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Music: Excellent. Western style
music that is a bit harsh in places but
it makes you want to dance. Dance:
Easy. A wonderful, slow, smooth-flowing dance that will take style to do
correctly. Everyone will love dancing
to this one. Caller: Excellent. Melton
does a fine job with a singing call. Buy
this one.
SQUARE L 105
FUN AND FANCY FREE
Instrumenal Square Dance, Calls by
Tommy Farris

Music: Excellent. The Square L
Outlaws provide top-notch music.
Dance: Intermediate. Glossary terms.
Caller: Good. Tommy does a nice job
with his first record. Future releases
should show improvement through
experience.

THIS CHRISTMAS

GIVE
AMERICAN SQUARES
SUBSCRIPTIONS

TO YOUR FRIENDS
AMERICAN SQUARES
6400 N. Leoti Ave., Chicago 46, III.
Please enter

my

subscription immediately.

Name
Address
City and zone

SQUARE L 106
WHO CAN SHE COUNT ON
Instrumenal Square Dance;Calls by
Dusty Randell

Music: Excellent. Easy flowing instrumental. Dance: Intermediate. Features star thru. Caller: Excellent. Dusty's first release and it's a good one.

State
❑

CHECK

❑ MONEY ORDER

A check or money order for $3.50 for 1
year (12 issues) is enclosed. (Add 50 cents
a year for Canadian and Foreign.)
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Square L has made an impact on the
square dance market with its first releases. Excellent music, dance material,
and calling. This company's standards
equal the best in the field. Some older,
more established labels might do well
to follow their example.
OLD TIMER 8181
I LOVE GIRLS
Instrumenal Square Dance. Calls by
Jack Petri

EAST
•

•

•

BOW'S
order by post ,..4rd

we'll bill you

P.O Box 16614
Jacksonville 16, Ha.
DANCE RECORD CENTER
biggest stock
fastest serv..ce 1159 Broad Street
Newark 2, N.J. MA-2-0024
RECORD CENTER
folk - square- educational records
2581 Piedmont Road, N. E.
Atlanta 5, Ga.

WEST
•

AQUA RECORD SHOP

largest Ord record stock

11:

12301/2 Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle 9, Wash. AT-4-9966
• FASTER RECORD SERVICE

for all our record necdf
P.O. Box 592
Glendale, Ariz.
•

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
fend -ir stamp

for our berr catalog

P.O. Box 7176
Phoenix, Arizona

•

SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
we hare "pops" for rounds
1928 W. Valley Blvd.
Alhambra, Calif.

CANADA
•

BOUTHILLIER MUSIQUE, INC.
Frtn,i, and English Canadian Records
6405 St-Hubert St.
Montreal, Que.

•

Music: Good. Well played, but not
exceptional. Dance: Intermediate.
Caller: Fair. Not up to current standards.
OLD TIMER 8182
BYE BYE, BLACKBIRD
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Wayne West

Music: Good. A wild rendition of
an old standard. Dance: Intermediate.
Features a wheel and deal. Caller:
Good. Wayne does an acceptable job
but is off pitch in some places. The
arrangement of this tune makes calling
to it difficult.
OLD TIMER 8183
WOLVERTON MOUNTAIN GAL
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Joe Boykin

Music: Poor. This band and recording quality are not up to current standards. Poor musicianship. Dance: Intermediate. Glossary terms. Caller: Fair.
Uninspired calling hampered by poor
Music.
OLD TIMER 8184
WAGNER GOIN"CROSS CRIPPLE
CREEK
Hoedowns Played by P Bar S
Wranglers

Music: Poor. Muddy recordings evidently made under bad studio conditions. An out-of-tune fiddle spoils an
acceptable performance by the guitar
player. Not recommended.

GERRY HAWLEY
square and round dance records

BLUE STAR 1635
OLD MOTHER NATURE
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Larry Faught

34 Norman Crescent
Saskatoon, Sask.

Music: Good. Typical Blue Star
music with a wild banjo. Dance: Easy.

Club dancers can relax with this one.
Caller: Excellent. Larry uses an echo
effect to good advantage.
BLUE STAR 1636
SENDING CINDY,'GOLLY MOLLY
Hoedown Played by The Texans

Music: Fair. This is evidently an
attempt at a new-type sound which
doesn't come off. Callers will have a
tough time calling with these.
BOGAN 1144
BROWN EYES
Instrumenal Square Dance/Calls by
Joe Robertson

Music: Fair. The band is hampered
by a poor clarinet player. Not up to
previous Bogan releases. Dance: Easy.
Glossary terms. Caller: Good. Poor
music and bad recording balance spoil
Joe's calling efforts.

MIDWEST
•

Newcomb p.a. equipment
4148 - 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 7, Minn. TA-3-4662
•

1614 N. Pulaski
Chicago 39, III. CA-7-1072
•

Music: Good. An acceptable instrumental. Dance: Easy. The dance is
simple but bad timing will make it
difficult to dance smoothly. Caller:
Good. Johnny is improving.

•

Music: Good. The band does a good
job. Dance: Easy. Club level material
that is the usual combination of calls.
Caller: Fair. Poor diction and an amateurish style.
SILVER SPUR 112
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Norma Dudney

Music: Good. An acceptable rendition of Hillbilly Fever which will not
replace previous recordings of this
number. Dance: Easy. Another clubtype dance with no new terms. Caller:
Good. One of the best women callers
on record. Good diction and timing.
Another recording company enters
the square dance market with these two
releases. These first releases, while acceptable, are not comparable to recent
releases on most major labels.

ANDY'S RECORD CENTER

order by post card — we'll bill you

LORE 1031
POWDER YOUR FACE WITH SUNSHINE
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Johnny Creel

SILVER SPUR 111
ITCHIN' FOR MY BABY
Instrumenal Square Dance Calls by
Harris Stockard

"AL" JOHNSON'S RECORDS

ENGLE'S S/D & WESTERN SHOP
most

complete s/d shop in Midwest

3701 W. 10th Street
Indianapolis 22, Ind. ME-7-3098
KELLY'S RANCHWEAR

all the new square., and round,
1200 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, Ill. LE-7-2745
•

•

MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
records — Calif ones — Newcomb:
3414-16 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wis. HI-4-4671
SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE

square and round dance records
Rt. No. 2, Box 15
Rapids City, S. Dak. 343-2517
• SQUARE DANCE & RECORD SHOP

clothing and records
3317 S. Euclid Ave.
Berwyn, Illinois
•

SQUARE DANCE RECORD CENTER

records mailed anywhere
166 Lake View Drive
Wausau, Wis.
•

SQUARE DANCE SHOP

complete line of western wear
3119 South 4th Street
Louisville 14, Ky. EM-7-7491
•

SQUARE YOUR SETS

serving dancers since 1947
P.O. Box 143
Niles 48, Illinois
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NEW RELEASES
FLIP INSTRUMENTALS
FENTON JONES
No. 955-A

"LOVE LETTERS"
With Call By "Jonesy
flip instrumental
CHUCK RALEY
No. 956-A

"WHO CAN I COUNT ON"
With Call By Chuck
flip instrumental
BOB VAN ANTWERP
No. 957-A

"COTTON CANDY"
With Call By Bob
flip instrumental
BILL BALL
No. 958-A

"NEW CARIBBEAN"
With Call By Bill
flip instrumental
DON STEWART
No. 959-A

"SWING MY BABY"
With Call By Don
flip instrumental
MUSIC BY FRANK MESSINA
AND THE MAVERICKS

MAC GREGOR
RECORDS
729 5. Western Avenue
Los Angeles 5, California

• GIFTS — Give AMERICAN
SQUARES Gift Subscriptions this
Christmas. There's no better way to
remember your friends — dancers or
callers. They'll think of you every
month when you give them this yeararound gift. And they'll benefit from
reading each issue of the magazine
that's First In Square Dancing. Use
the handy order form in this issue of
AMERICAN SQUARES.
• TEXAS — Beginning now is the
count-down in Space City U.S.A. for
Houston's 11th Annual Round Dance
Festival. Blast off time is February
15-17, 1963 in the Grand Ballroom
of the Rice Hotel. Make plans now
to dance your cares away in Space
City U.S.A.
— Mary Mallard
• UTAH — Sale Lake City is the
location of the Fifth Annual Funstitute on Friday, January 18, 1963
in the Hellenic Building. Plan to
attend.
—Tommy Thomas
• ILLINOIS — Crafts is the theme
of the 28th Annual Leisurecraft and
Counseling Camp, April 19-25, 1963.
The Camp will again be held at the
4-H Memorial Camp in Monticello.
Each year recreation leaders from
throughout the state gather to share
ideas, fun, and fellowship. Write to
Mrs. Mae Holloway, Forest Hills
Mtd. 18, Lockport, Illinois for a descriptive brochure.
• MARYLAND — King Bee and
Queen Bee and all the Wee Bees
gathered at Timonium School in
Baltimore on November 24th for
their second annual fall dance. The
King and Queen were dressed in
royal jewels and big smiles. The Wee
Bees danced to Ginny and Jack Carver, Ginny and Al Forester, Bob
Wedge, Lee Billows, and Baty Hall.
Visitors from near and far helped to
make the dance a success.

• MASSACHUSETTS — WMAS,
Springfield radio station, is currently
featuring a one hour weekly square
dance party. Al Bessette, Agawam
caller, plays latest square dance material to over 10,000 callers in the
greater Springfield and Connecticut
Valley Areas from 8:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday evenings.
• NEW YORK — Officers of the
New York Square Dance Callers Association for 1962-63 are: President—
Shorty Williams, Vice-President
Dave Leone, Recording Sec'y. — Bob
Sloane, Executive Sec'y.—Piute Pete,
Treas.—Harry Lazar, and Membership Chairman—Ted Krandon.
—Shorty Williams

attention:]
SQUARE
DANCE
STORES

E WELRY

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER

TO YOU !
Writ„,,, Made by Square Dancers
For Square Dancers
your letterhead

for assortment
of Returnable
Samples

Pins, Bracelets, Pendants, Earrings, Bolos, Key Chains, Belt
Buckles, Car Emblems, Etc.

FRANK L. WILMARTH CO.
6 Curtis St., East Providence 14, R.I.

SQUARE DANCE DRESSES
Why settle for anything less when an original

• AFRICA — The Republic of
South Africa recently issued a stamp
to commemorate their folk dancing.
Allen Sher, Laurelton, N.Y. square
and folk dance leader purchased some
copies of this special stamp and sent
one of them to us. Stamp collecting
square dancers might write to their
Congressman suggesting a similar
stamp promoting American square
dancing.
• CHICAGO — Almost 2,000 dancers from as far away as Cleveland,
Ohio attended the Chicagoland Square Dance Festival at McCormick
Place last October 28th. The Chicagoland Round Dance Leaders Society, Chicago Folk Dance Leaders
Association, and Metropolitan Chicage Association of Square Dance
Clubs cooperated with the Chicago
Area Callers Association to produce a
well-planned and enjoyable dance.
Area festivals such as this are of more
value to an area than many larger
conventions. Plan one in your locale.
• EUROPE — New officers of the
European Association of American
Square Dance Clubs are: Jim Floyd,
Chairman; Tom Kelley, Vice-Chairman; and Tom Grogan, SecretaryTreasurer. Up-coming meetings are
scheduled for Metz, France and
Darmstadt, Frankfurt, and Heidelberg, Germany.

by Bettina can be yours at such moderate cost.
Send for your FREE copy of our "Portable Showroom" and compare the quality, styling and
value. You'll be amazed at the savings.

BILL BETTINA
2110 N. W. Miami Court - Miami 37, Fla.

Taho e
A NEW LABEL PRESENTS

• 501 MEXICAN POLKA
• 502 ISLE OF CAPRI
• 503 REMEMBERING
• 504 WHY OH WHY
All flip records with calls by:
LLOYD SPRINGER
Music by: Jack Barbour and
his Rhythm Rustlers.

TAHOE RECORDS
P. 0. BOX 3306, FULLERTON, CALIF.
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• IDEAS —Many callers use some
form of blocks or figures to work out
new material before presenting it to
a group of dancers. John Ward, Alton, Kansas caller makes blocks from
dominos and checkers. The dominos
are used as men and the checkers as
ladies. Each piece is numbered and
has a direction indicator on it.
• TENNESSEE — Memphis area
dancers and callers are busy planning
their first big square dance festival.
Present plans are to hold it in November, 1963 at the Chisca-Plaza Motor
Hotel. Want to keep posted? Write
to: Greater Memphis Square Dance
Association, 1049 W. Perkins Rd.,
Memphis 17, Tennessee.
• MICHIGAN — Benton Harbor
Caller-Instructor Dick Pullen uses attractive flyers to advertise his coming
events. This form of advertising is
quite effective, according to him. For
an idea or two, ask him to send you
samples. Write: Dick Pullen, 378
Cedar St., Benton Harbor, Michigan.

• CHICAGO — Square Dancitute,
a fun-packed weekend of square and
round dancing, will be March 2-3,
1963 at the Sabre Room in Hickory
Hills, Illinois. Bob Fisk, John Hendhon, and Dot and Ken Olson are staffing this event which will feature
workshops in squares and rounds.
Write to Pete Peterson, 12206 S. 88th
Ave., Palos Park, Illinois for complete details.
• ENGLAND — Jim Lees, Nottingham caller, is in the process of
gathering a complete record of the
square dance to date for preservation
in the University Library at Cambridge. Such a collection might be
very useful to future generations.
States Jim, "To have our recreation
preserved for all time in one of our
oldest and greatest Universities is
something I feel you will all welcome
and support." Mail contributions and
inquiries for this worthwhile project to: Jim Lees, 11 Kingswood
Road, Wollaton Road, Nottingham,
England.

REMEMBER! XMAS Is Just Around the Corner
— SO ORDER TODAY —

HAN-D-HOLDER

HAN-D-TOWEL

Belt slides through loops to keep
Han-D•Holder conveniently at hand.
Choose three colors—Block, brown,
or natural—in genuine leather to
match every costume. Each Han-DHolder trimmed with one of five
assorted ornaments, including the
square dance couple ornament in
siher and brass.
$1.95 cads.

Square dance couple motif appliqued on, and will withstand many
washings. Many colors to choose
from — white, red, pink, It. blue,
turquoise, toast, yellow, lilac and
It. green. Available with either
the black or white motifs.
$1.00 each.

If your dealer can't supply you write —
HAN-D-HOLDER, P.O. Box 4, Muncie, Kansas
Add 25c postage and handling with each order.

THE SQUARE STORE
817 State St., Springfield 9, Mass.

The Danciest Pair of Shoes
hat ever did a Two-Step!
flak • Soft, Pliable Leather
•

$5.95

low

:n Black
or White

$6.55 in Metallic Colors:
Gcld, Silver or Bronze
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Enclosed is

please send
pairs of "Hoedowners"

NAME

Ballet style Lacing
•

Built-in Wedge for Extra
Support & Heel Elevation
•

Non - Slip, Non - Stick
Sole and Heel
•

Sizes 4-10, Narrow
or Medium widths.

ADDRESS .
CITY

STATE

Add 50c for Postage & Handling
Send FREE brochure of shoes.

12th ANNUAL NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION

Programming of big conventions
is really "old hat" for the planners
of the 12th Annual Square Dance
Convention scheduled for St. Paul,
Minnesota.
As evidence, leaders of the Square
Dance Federation of Minnesota, official sponsors of the giant rally set
'for June 20, 21 and 22, 1963, point
out that Minnesota established its annual State Convention the same year
as the first National — hack in 1951
— and its eleven consecutive statewide conventions have drawn thousands from Minnesota and surrounding states in the intervening years.
All sessions will be held in the
mammoth St. Paul Auditorium, located in the heart of that hospitable
city, which contains an arena covering over 40,000 square feet of floor
space; an exhibition hall of still larger proportions; and numerous meeting halls accommodating smaller
crowds. The auditorium is within two

or three blocks of the city's principal
downtown hotels and motels and
within fast driving distance of its
twin city, Minneapolis.
Planning the 1963 session are the
following: Gordon and Mable Pierce,
Elbow Lake, Minn., general chairmen; Don and Helen Smith, St. Paul,
vice-chairmen; Ross and Mable Hatton, Minneapolis, facilities; Luke and
Virginia Lukaszewski, Minneapolis,
advertising and publicity; Wayne and
Gene Slocum, White Bear, social
events; Stan and Grace Taft, Minneapolis, registration and housing, and
Lynn and Maude Woodward, Minneapolis, program.
Registrations can now be made at
Box 3330, St. Paul, Minn., for the
12th Annual National Convention,
which, its enthusiastic and already
hard-at-work backers say, is going
down in the history of square dancing as one of the best ever staged.

KALOX-BELCO
Best In Squares and Rounds
NEW RELEASES
BELCO

KALOX
K-1021 — SUGAR DADDY

B-203 — YOUR LOVE/WHITE CHRISTMAS

Flip Instrumental

Rounds

Singin' Sam Mitchell
K-1022 — WATER BOY BOOGIE/JOHNNY
UP A GUM STUMP

B-204 — MR. SATURDAY NIGHT/LUCKY
Rounds

Hoedowns

316

Starr Street — Dallas, Texas

VELCO
MEANS SAFETY
111. PPP mur
DAPtel PLOOk

Travel 100 miles each
way (one square or

NO DUST — NO PARRAFIN
NO ABRASIVt'S
16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN

more) to attend club or
open dance. For application form write:

or

11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
1.50 (Calif. only)
J. V. SUPPLY

•

P.O. Box 69894
Los Angeles 69, Calif.

WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS
P.O. Box 245 — Gig Harbor, Wash.
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CHRISTMAS
TIME
(Concluded From Page 13)
If you like "Bells on My Heart"
you will LOVE

BOUQUET OF ROSES
written and called

by Mike Michele

music by The Four Notes
WJ-906 — Smo-o-o-th Dance!
also try

UNCLE NOAH'S ARK
written and called by Les Ely

-nusic by Schroeder's Playboys
WJ-905
WESTERN JUBILEE RECORDS
3333 West Corrine Drive
Phoenix, Arizona

"AFTER
PARTY
$165 FUN"

NOW IN TWO
BIG VOLUMES

Stunt, gags, fun
all new material

in two handbooks
for after parties

VOL. 1
Or

VOL. 2

11

Both Vol. for $3.15
SMITE PUBLICATIONS
1509 West Page
Dallas 8, Texas

Written by
HAY SMITH
& JIM WHITE
See your dealer
or Order Direct

BARGAIN CLEARANCE I
S-D and R-D RECORDS.
All new records, instruction sheets included. Our selection but satisfaction
guaranteed:

10 78's $3.00-20 for $5,50
5 45's $3.50-10 for $6.00
All postpaid. Just tell us your preferences.

SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
3875 Wadsworth Bid., Wheat Ridge, Colo.
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We danced "We've come to see
Miss Jenny-ajones," and Uncle Lester
wasn't above going around the circle
and asking how she was, and weeping
bitterly when told, "She's dead!" We
danced it clear through, and — no it wasn't boring. We danced "London Bridge" with the little ones in
the line; and did a square dance called
"Sally Goodin."
Then Uncle Harry sat down at the
piano and played "Love's Dream
After the Ball," and the Episcopalians
and Congregationalists waltzed. It
wasn't proper for the Methodists, and
we didn't know how; so we watched,
loving the beautiful music, some of
us quietly resolving to become Episcopalians when we grew up.
It never occurred to me until yesterday that Great-Aunt Emma probably had a whole respertory of highlevel dances. She could have put us
through a basket quadrille, or the
newest rounds — "Veleta," "Gay Gordons," "Glow Worm." She didn't.
This was a "one-night stand," and she
knew that our chief business, and
not just at Christmas, was to love
each other through what we were doing together. And what we were doing wasn't very important; it was the
unsegregated all of us that mattered.
At the last, we sang: Christmas
hymns, because carols hadn't been rediscovered yet, and "God be with you
till we meet again." We went off
on foot into the crunchy black and
white night, with the littlest sister
asleep against my father's shoulder.
And my heart at this moment is out
somewhere under some ancient
Christmas stars, saying a sort of
little-girl prayer: "Dear God, please
drop down fifty thousand family
parties onto this land on Christmas
night, and let everybody dance!"

gnfiedirciwy

A NEW RECORDING STAR!
For many years

RUTH STILLION
of Arcata, Calif., has been calling for
clubs and teaching square dance classes.
In addition, Ruth has composed many of
the square dance hits released by Windsor
Records over the past ten years such as
"Little Shoemaker", "Honeycomb", "I'm
Never Gonna Tell", "Calico Gown",
"Pussy Cat", "Cross Over The Bridge",
"Fiesta" and many others.
NOW—Ruth's warm, friendly voice comes
to you on a record, calling a new and
exciting dance of her own composition .. .

RUTH STILLION

"Summer Romance

77

It's a smooth 4/4 rhythm with a relaxed, change - of - pace dance that Ruth calls
superbly, backed by the wondrous music of the Pete Lofthouse Band. Try it — buy
it — then see if you don't agree that Ruth is one female caller with a fine recording
voice and style.
Windsor No. 4816 (flip instrumental)

A PAIR OF SIMPLE ROUNDS
that are just perfect for beginners, one night stands, clubs, round-ups
general FUN dancing!

and

"JIFFY MIXER", a two-step mixer composed by Jerry and Kathie Helt of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and extremely easy to do to the music of the Lofthouse Band.
"HAWAIIAN CHARM", a real novel and simple routine by Johnnie and Joan Johnson of Eldon, Iowa, with swingin' Hawaiian music by Pete Lofthouse.
Windsor No. 4684
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FOR MY BABY"

CALLED BY HARRIS STOKARD

S-112 "HILLBILLY FEVER"
CALLED BY NORMA DUDNEY

SILVER SPUR RECORD CO.
10245 PARK STREET, BELLFLOWER, CALIF.

MUSIC BY BEL-AIRES
Available now at your favorite record dealer!

